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 I.VOCABULARY: 

 A. Fill in the blanks with the given words. (One word is EXTRA.)  1 

(diet - regions - wishes - simple - homeless) 
 1) Despite her ………….……. to continue working, she had to retire at the age of 50. 

 2) If you want to be healthy, you should consider both balanced ………..……. and exercise. 

 3) The number of ………………… people has increased in recent years. 

 4) A: Where does this plant grow?       B: It grows only in hot and dry …………………. . 

 

 B. Match the words with their definitions. (Two words are EXTRA.) 1 

 5) happening or starting a short time ago. (….) a. develop 

 6) to be different from each other. (….) b. vary 

  c. recent 

  d. calm 

 

 C. Choose the best answer. (1 point) 1 

 7) A: Do you have any ……..…… of working with children?    

 B: Yes, I have worked in a school for 5 years.  

 a. point b. experience  c. region d. sign 

 8)Working with technology for long hours has increased sleep ……………. .  

 a. manners b. weights c. disorders d. factors 

 

 D. Use affixes to make new words, and then complete the following passage with them. 1 

nature - able - care - likes 

un al dis ful 

Mr. Robinson Crouse is a tourist. He loves visiting … (9) … environments. Last year he 

had a terrible accident as he is not a … (10) … driver. He broke his leg therefore he was … 
(11)…  to walk. He is going to repair his car soon because he  …(12) … the delay in his 

journey. 

 

 II.GRAMMAR: 

 A. Fill in the blanks with the given words. (One word is EXTRA.)  2 

(slices - bottles - piece  - bag - loaves)  
Yesterday my mother and I went shopping. We bought three … (13) … of milk, a … (14) 

… of rice, three … (15) … of bread, and some fruit. Then we went to a coffee shop. We 

had two cups of coffee and two … (16) … of cake. 
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 B. Choose the best answer.  2 

 17) A: How …………….. books do you need?      B: I need ……………. 

 a. many / a few b. much / a little c. many / a little d. much / a few 

 18) Alex is not at home right now. Please ……..………. later in the afternoon. 

 a. hurry up b. wake up c. give up d. call back 

 19) They have won all the other games easily …………….. last year. 

 a. for b. since c. just d. ever 

 20) A: Have you ever traveled to Shiraz?       B: No, I ………………… there. 

 a. have never been b. will be c. have been d. won’t be 

 

 III.WRITING: 

 A. Complete the spelling of the words. 2 

 21) My favorite language is abs _ l _ tely my mother t _ ng _ e. 

 22) I rar _ _ y go out and h_ _ g out with my friends. 

 

 B. Read the sentence, and then complete the table.  2 

 23) The students will meet Dr. Farhadi tomorrow.  

subject verb object adverb of time 

………. ………. ………. ………. 

 

 C. Unscramble the following sentences. (2 points) 2 

 24) has / years / for / he / lived / in this city / many.  

 ……………………………………………………………………………… 

 25) on weekends / they / go / usually / swimming. 

  ………………………………..……………………………………………. 

 

 D. Put the given words in the correct places.  2 

 ����� ��	 
����� ����	�� ����� ���� ���	���� � ��� !�" ����.  

 26) I met at school yesterday morning. (him)    

     ……………………………………………………………….. 

 27) The baby very loudly. (laughed)    

        ……………………………………………...…………………. 

 

 IV.READING: 

 A. Cloze Test: Read the passage and choose the best answer.  4 

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), over five percent of the world’s 

….(28)…. live with hearing loss. 32 million of these people are children under the 

….(29)…. of  15. These children ….(30)…. a large proportion of the deaf. And the 

numbers of people in danger of hearing loss continue to grow every year. Their 

….(31)…. of communication is sign language.  

 28) a. patients b. population c. children d. researchers 

 29) a. weight b. pressure c. height d. age 
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 30) a. protect b. imagine c. make up d. suggest 

 31) a. means b. mean c. meaning d. meanings 

 

 B. Read the passage and answer the questions.  4 

Both hearing and deaf people use some signs to communicate. For example, babies quickly 

learn to point things they  want.  Often  people  use  a  system  of  signs  to  communicate  

with  others  who  speak  different languages. 

     Sign languages are unique languages. People who use sign language make shapes, called 

signs, with their hands and arms. They also move their bodies. Deaf people use signs for 

letters, words, or ideas. People who use sign language can communicate their thoughts and 

feelings using hand movements instead of speech. 

      Just as there are many different spoken languages, there are also many different sign 

languages. Around the world, there are more than 100 sign languages which are mainly 

used by deaf people. Most deaf people in North America and some other countries use 

American Sign Language (ASL). Hundreds of thousands of people communicate using their 

language. 

     Just like spoken, people can use sign language to express all kinds of thoughts. People 

who use sign language can talk about actions, feelings, and ideas.  One difference between 

sign language and  spoken language is that sign language can express more than one 

meaning at a time. 

 

 QUESTIONS: 

 32)How many sign languages are there in the world? 

 ……………………………………………………………………..  

 33) Why do people often use a system of signs? 

 …………………………..………………………………………… 

 34) Only deaf people use the sign language a) True b) False 

 35) Deaf people can talk about actions and feelings using sign language. a) True b)False 

 

 36) According to the passage, which one is TRUE? 

 a) All people can express their thoughts and feelings using speech. 

 b) Deaf people just move their bodies to communicate with each other. 

 c) Sign language is a means of communication. 

 d) People who use sign language can draw shapes with their hands. 

 37) Deaf people use ………….... to communicate with each other. 

 a) hand movements b) spoken language 

 c) letters and words d) written language 

 

  With the best wishes.  Shahram.Ranjbari 

 


